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C2 2018: Question 3

Read through the three examples below and record your first impressions of 
each response. 

Can you see any ways to improve them?

Example 1

The twenty-first century uses large varietys of social platforms in which to communicate, advertise 
and share experiences, pictures and feelings on topics. The corpus present is email subject lines, 
email is direct or group messaging connected to other social media sites that relays it’s notification 
via email, it’s also a free way to communicate with those who may live across the world and an email 
address is also used for registration to websites including online stores and surveys.

With in the corpus it’s clear the large use of this email is for registration to sites for Texts 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 8 
and 9. Although text 8 is however due to a registration to a site it’s a notification , differently to other 
registered sites it’s associated with activity on a social platform and would make you go back to the 
site. Texts 3 & 7 differ as they are direct group messages and aren’t mass emails such as Text 1.  

Text 1 an advertisement gives a clear indication in it’s subject line about the email to follow. It 
uses the neologism ‘Spooktacular’ therefore linking it with its semantic field Halloween. It’s an 
advertisement for a shopping event and uses alliteration ‘Spooktacular Savings’ and exclamative 
‘Event!’ to emphasize how positive the email is. It also use an emoji which is an online picture image 
to attract the reader. With in this subject line the sale event is given ‘50% + 10% discount code’ and so 
will influence the email to be opened and read to gain an idea of what the discounts on and the code 
in order to use it. Similarly Text 5 uses capitalisation, ‘JULIE HURRY UP …’ this exclamative phrase 
gives the reader the feeling the sale is important. In addition the time limit on the noun ’48 hours’ 
and the further capitalisation of ‘BLACK FRIDAY’ gives the idea they need to act fast and they need 
to open the email to find out more.

Text 7 is a direct message and the use of ‘Pff’ representing the spoken sound gives of the idea it’s 
not a happy message along with the elongation of the vowel ‘o’, ‘sooo’ and also the ‘not cool guys’. 
The term ‘guys’ now is given a new meaning as it no longer means the male gender, but can mean a 
mixed group of people.
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Example 2

The twentieth centuary introduced many different technologies which impacted the English language. 
I will be analysing a various amount of e-mails which have different contextual factors, which will 
therefore change the language and meaning.

Firstly, a Halloween promotion from an online store states “Spooktacular Savings event! Save up 
to 50% + 10% discount code”. We can see that the e-mail opens with a pumpkin emoticon feature 
which were invented in the twenty-first century and catches the readers eye. Furthermore they blend 
the adjective “spectacular” with the abstract noun “spook” to create spooktacular which creates a 
semantic filed of Halloween to entice the reader.

Furthermore, an email from a family “Just setting off … at last” can be seen using ellipsis which 
is immitating a pause in spoken language which creates humour for the readers of the e-mail. It 
suggests through a pun-like feature that it took a while for the family to leave.

In addition, a facebook notification said “Jack Gray commented on your photo” which is a simple 
declarative sentence which is used to inform the receiver of this profile of what has happened.

Text 2, the Google Calendar notification states “Notification: Booking @ Hotel Mercure London 
Heathrow. Mon Nov 21 – Tue Nov 22”. Google is a very up-to-date, modern piece of technology which 
is being used as a diary in this case. It can be seen using the “@” logogram which conforms to its up-
to-date status, and also uses clippings of the dates “Tue Nov” and “Mon Nov” which is very informal 
but does its purpose of informing the reader of their up-coming plans.

To conclude I believe that the contextual factors of a text will always considerably affect the lexical 
and grammatical choices that are used as people are more likely to understand the social norms. 
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Example 3
All of the texts are examples of email subject lines. They can be split into three groups: people you 
know, websites you use, and unsolicited messages. The use of email means that the register of 
language can vary depending on the relationship between the sender and recipient. The process of 
colloquialisation should only affect personal emails, however, the use of multi-modal text is evident 
in all three groups of subject lines.

The first group of messages comes from unsolicited companies or people. They include Texts 1, 4, 
6 and 10. The purpose of Text 1 is to promote an event. The use of the pictogram creates a sense of 
informality, but also acts as a topic marker to reference the Halloween context. The use of the minor 
exclamatory sentence “Spooktacular Savings Event!” keeps the reader’s interest as it is short and 
focused. The use of this alliterative noun phrase makes the subject line engaging and memorable 
and the pun using the noun spook and the adjective spectacular will amuse the reader. The use of 
two separate enumerators “50% + 10%” makes it seem like a better deal than just saying 60%. All 
these features make the subject line effective.

Text 4 which is asking for signatures is also unsolicited, but may come from a group the recipient 
supports. The use of the concrete noun “ass” is an example of taboo language and low register to 
appeal to a younger audience, but the idiom “kicking ass” has positive connotations for a younger 
audience and this will make the message stand out in a crowded inbox. The imperative “sign …” 
indicates direct action and will help the campaign get support.

The final example of unsolicited emails is Text 10. The message is obviously written by a non English 
speaker. The use of the exclamatory “Greeting!” shows nonstandard grammar as the salutation 
should be used in a plural form. Furthermore, the use of non-standard spelling of the determiner 
“UR” shows the writer was in a hurry because of the use of elision. Finally, the personal pronoun “Im” 
lacks an apostrophe to indicate the omission of letters which perhaps shows the writer isn’t a native 
speaker of English.  
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Answers
Example 1

The twenty-first century uses large varietys of social platforms in which to communicate,
 P        P                 awkward expression
advertise and share experiences, pictures and feelings on topics. The corpus present is 
                                           AO2 demonstrates some sound knowledge of medium
email subject lines, email is direct or group messaging connected to other social media sites 

that relays it’s notification via email, it’s also a free way to communicate with those who may 
                             P		 	 	 	 	 	 	P

live across the world and an email address is also used for registration to websites including 
                                  AO4 some overview
online stores and surveys.
                                                     awkward expression          AO2 some sound understanding
With in the corpus it’s clear the large use of this email is for registration to sites for Texts 1, 
                  P
2, 4, 5, 6, 8 and 9. Although text 8 is however due to a registration to a site it’s a notification, 
             P
differently to other registered sites it’s associated with activity on a social platform and would 
valid point           P    AO3 some sense of context    P
make you go back to the site. Texts 3 & 7 differ as they are direct group messages and 
   P	 	 	 AO2 some sound knowledge of medium
aren’t mass emails such as Text 1.  
                   AO3 context                                                            P     some focus on question         
Text 1 an advertisement gives a clear indication in it’s subject line about the email to 
 P            AO1  P   lacks word class                 some basic engagement  
follow. It uses the neologism ‘Spooktacular’ therefore linking it with its semantic field 
  P               P                            (P)
Halloween. It’s an advertisement for a shopping event and uses alliteration ‘Spooktacular 
                              X         AO3 some sensible understanding of context                                             
Savings’ and exclamative ‘Event!’ the emphasize how positive the email is. It also use an 
    P       lacks engagement
emoji which is an online picture image to attract the reader. With in this subject line the sale       
                 observational – discussion lacks development           P		 awkward expression
event is given ‘50% + 10% discount code’ and so will influence the email to be opened and 
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                                                                        AO3 some sense of meaning – lacks analysis
read to gain an idea of what the discounts on and the code in order to use it. Similarly Text 5 
           X               X  
uses capitalisation, ‘JULIE HURRY UP …’ this exclamative phrase gives the reader the 
         P      AO3 sound    AO1 (P)
feeling the sale is important. In addition the time limit on the noun ’48 hours’ and the further 
         P           lacks terms                                     P     some engagement    P
capitalisation of ‘BLACK FRIDAY’ gives the idea they need to act fast and they need to open 
           P   sound point
the email to find out more.
                    AO3 sensible on context                                                                             P
   Text 7 is a direct message and the use of ‘Pff’ representing the spoken sound gives of the 
                       AO3 basic engagement                                                              lacks terms
idea it’s not a happy message along with the elongation of the vowel ‘o’, ‘sooo’ and also the 
       lacks analysis        lacks word class            P              AO2 sound point
‘not cool guys’. The term ‘guys’ is now given a new meaning as it no longer means the male 
                            could be more clearly linked to specific example in data
gender, but can mean a mixed group of people. 

Strengths

• There is evidence of some sound knowledge of the medium and genre.

• There is a clear attempt to tackle different contexts.

• Some sound points about meaning are made. 

Areas for improvement

• There is some technical inaccuracy (though this does not affect understanding).

• Explicit focus on the question is not sustained.

• The range of linguistic terminology is very narrow.

• Appropriate examples are cited, but they are not fully explored.

• The approach is not always analytical.

• Discussion is not fully developed.
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Example 2

The twentieth centuary introduced many different technologies which impacted the English 
                                         no need to outline intentions …
language. I will be analysing a various amount of e-mails which have different contextual 
                                                                                          AO4 basic overview
factors, which will therefore change the language and meaning.
                              P                  AO3 some sense of context              
   Firstly, a Halloween promotion from an online store states “Spooktacular Savings event! 
long quotation – no analysis
Save up to 50% + 10% discount code”. We can see that the e-mail opens with a pumpkin 
      P	             broad discussion                                P    
emoticon feature which were invented in the twenty-first century and catches the readers 
     P	 AO1     P	             AO1       P
eye. Furthermore they blend the adjective “spectacular” with the abstract noun “spook” to 
                                better focus here                     P	more to be said
create spooktacular which creates a semantic filed of Halloween to entice the reader.
                               AO3 some sense of context         quotation not embedded       AO1  P
Furthermore, an email from a family “Just setting off … at last” can be seen using ellipsis 
                                                   P              AO3 engaging with meaning – lacks development
which is immitating a pause in spoken language which creates humour for the readers of the 
                P	       AO3 some understanding
e-mail. It suggests through a pun-like feature that it took a while for the family to leave.
                                     P      AO3 broad sense of context  
In addition, a facebook notification said “Jack Gray commented on your photo” which is a 
AO1  P			P	 basic analysis                     P	 AO2 purpose                 basic comment
simple declarative sentence which is used to inform the receiver of this profile of what has 

happened.
           P	         AO3 narrow range of contexts considered
   Text 2, the Google Calendar notification states “Notification: Booking @ Hotel Mercure 
                                                    lacks analysis                                   
London Heathrow. Mon Nov 21 – Tue Nov 22”. Google is a very up-to-date, modern piece of 
                 P	    AO2 broad sense of purpose 
technology which is being used as a diary in this case. It can be seen using the “@” 
  P	       AO2 relevant concepts                 P                                                           
logogram which conforms to it’s up-to-date status, and also uses clippings of the dates “Tue 
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        lacks terms                            not really in this context            P    
Nov” and “Mon Nov” which is very informal but does its purpose of informing the reader of 
     P
their up-coming plans.
                                                                                                    broad discussion
To conclude I believe that the contextual factors of a text will always considerably affect 
                                                                                                                 point lacks development
the lexical and grammatical choices that are used as people are more likely to understand 

the social norms.

Strengths

• The labelling of some basic word classes is accurate.

• There is evidence of some basic knowledge of the medium and the purpose. 

• There is an attempt to address context.

Areas for improvement

• There is little focus on the question – the response deals with emails rather than subject 
lines.

• The range of terms is very narrow.

• The range of the content is limited (this is the complete response, not an extract).

• A narrow range of contexts (online store promotion; family; notifications) is considered.

• The discussion lacks development.

• The approach is not analytical. 
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Example 3
                                              immediate focus on topic of question
All of the texts are examples of email subject lines. They can be split into three groups: 
     P			 	 	P			 	 	 P	   AO3 confident sense of context
people you know, websites you use, and unsolicited messages. The use of email means that 
           P
the register of language can vary depending on the relationship between the sender and 
                                                         P	              P
recipient. The process of colloquialisation should only affect personal emails, however, the 
                     P                          AO2 confident application of knowledge
use of multi-modal text is evident in all three groups of subject lines. 
                                                                                    P       AO3 clear focus
   The first group of messages comes from unsolicited companies or people. They include 
              P	       P	     AO2 secure            P            
Texts 1, 4, 6 and 10. The purpose of Text 1 is to promote an event. The use of the pictogram 
               AO2  confident application of knowledge     P
creates a sense of informality, but also acts as a topic marker to reference the Halloween 
             P		 		P	    AO1 purposeful use of terms
context. The use of the minor exclamatory sentence “Spooktacular Savings Event!” keeps 
   P	    AO3 effective evaluation                             (P)          P       AO1
the reader’s interest as it is short and focused. The use of this alliterative noun phrase 
        P				 		PAO1   P AO1
makes the subject line engaging and memorable and the pun using the noun spook and the 
	P  AO1      P	AO3 evaluating – cold go further
adjective spectacular will amuse the reader. The use of two separate enumerators “50% + 
                 P	 AO3 secure engagement with meaning
10%” makes it seem like a better deal than just saying 60%. All these features make the 
AO3 a bit cursory, but sensible evaluation
subject line effective.
                                          P        AO2 secure on purpose               AO3 secure interpretation
   Text 4 which is asking for signatures is also unsolicited, but may come from a group the 
              P AO1                                                         P
recipient supports. The use of the concrete noun “ass” is an example of taboo language and 
		P		 	 	 		P		 	 	 	P	        P AO3 insight                                                
low register to appeal to a younger audience, but the idiom “kicking ass” has positive 
             P	   clear sense of question
connotations for a younger audience and this will make the message stand out in a crowded 
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                P	AO1                                      P	                 AO3 well-developed discussion
inbox. The imperative “sign …” indicates direct action and will help the campaign get 

support.
                                    P                thorough coverage of examples
   The final example of unsolicited emails is Text 10. The message is obviously written by a 
 P	            P  AO1
non English speaker. The use of the exclamatory “Greeting!” shows nonstandard grammar 
         P	   AO2 secure knowledge     P	             P
as the salutation should be used in a plural form. Furthermore, the use of non-standard 
       P	 AO1                                                   possibly                                            X
spelling of the determiner “UR” shows the writer was in a hurry because of the use of elision. 
          P	 AO1                  P                            AO2 secure knowledge
Finally, the personal pronoun “Im” lacks an apostrophe to indicate the omission of letters 
                                                                   more to be said about this example
which perhaps shows the writer isn’t a native speaker of English.  

Strengths

• This is a clearly structured and well-written response.

• A range of appropriate terminology is used confidently to identify key features.

• There is a sustained linguistic focus throughout.

• Knowledge is applied effectively to underpin the points made.

• The discussion can be insightful. 

• The awareness of context is strong with a purposeful selection of groups.

Areas for improvement

• There could be a more explicit focus on the function of subject lines.

• Interpretation could go further at times.


